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A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR

Dear Readers, 

We are FINALLY here.  It has been a long journey of ever 
changing circumstances, but as we have started work on 
our Spring 2015 journal even before the Fall 2014 edition 
has been put to rest, it is evident that we have become 
stronger as a team and a community. We move forward 
with strength and enthusiasm, ready to accept the new 
challenges because of the lessons we have learned.

Each of us is an artist and what we have to say matters. It 
is a privilege to have a medium at NEIU in which we can 
publish our literary and visual arts. We thank you all for 
your submissions and for giving us the privilege to read 
your treasured work. You have shared a piece of yourself 
and that is amazing.

Special thanks to the ever amazing Abe, who was always 
willing to help with everything and to Chris—your energy 
will be missed. It is a tragedy that you had to go and 
graduate. Ian, Amanda, Nick, Alisa and of course Abe, you 
guys make me smile because you love this journal and I 
appreciate all the hard work you put into it. A very special 
thank you to George Tsenes of EYESPY Interactive for his 
hours of assistance with the layout of this journal. Lastly, 
thank you Travis and Dr. Poll for all of your guidance. 
Without you we would be fish out of water.

To all the readers of this journal—enjoy the new format and 
all it’s wonderful content.

Sincerely,

Stacie Polk
Editor-In-Chief
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Desired spaces

I saw today
All the distant places I had never seen.
Waded in the shallow water
before the deep falls.
Twinkling in the sand—                   
stars between my toes.
Touching the space 
I will never fill.
No experience. 
Just a re-signified space 
A time relation,
Consuming
All I feel.

 Stacie Polk

Golden

He sat
And waited
For the perfect moment
One to cease all other moments
At the toughest hour
Then he jumped
Landing on his own legs
Never searching more for a dream
A life of pure mortality
In the quake of the storm
Yet as he sat
And he waited patiently
So did the chance
That patiently waited 
On him

 Brian Paul Thalhammer
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Chicago has an Ocean

The heart below the grass-line
slices bagels into misshapen halves
all over the Midwestern map.
Up above, you spread synesthesia
like schmear over fresh snow.
Backwards. Downhill. Slushy.
Chicago has an Ocean.
A place where balloons rise,
drop their defenses. Tipple
themselves inside tiny black holes.
And the misshapen, like tiny
black holes, are themselves
swallowed up in the snow.
Chicago has an Ocean.
A place for you to hunker down,
unsteady yourself on waves.
Salt your cold breath, and
grind down the ghosts
that lock eyes with you
beneath your Sunday best.

Chicago has an Ocean.
Idle. White-capped. Feverish.
While smoothing my cowlick,
I spy decals of the Buddha
plastering the unhinged
backdoor of an ambulance
lighting out for home.
Chicago has an Ocean.
The crash scene confers
tropical temps. Slows up,
ices over again. Disrupted,
traffic tears up sod, flowing
like red wine reversing its course
back toward the heart.

 Brendan Dabkowski
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Peace Poem

I am a walking contradiction
A girl on a mission
To balance clashing cultures
To cultivate traditions
Non-fiction
Cause I’m juxtaposition
I am the melting pot of Chicago
Meshed with Indian customs
And Islamic faith
Cultures
Thrown in the blender
Making a smoothie of diversity
Adapting to the Westernized Civilization
With my Converse, jeans, hoodie, hijab
From headphones in ears
To Harry Potter marathons
In between salat making dua
The prophet Muhammad once said to a companion
“You are not better than people of other races unless you 
excel them in piety”War Elephant - Eric Kraybill
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Yet, I’m not even accepted in my own society
I can’t live freely when people look at me
In my abaya like I have a abnormality
This imaginary line of inequality 
This impurity of no diversity
Makes me feel like I have never belonged
But I have a voice
And the courage to use it
I’m not a terrorist terrifying towns
I don’t come to concoct cacophonies
But write poetry, spawn similes
Make lyrical lines of rhymes
Play with personification
Mess with metaphors
Use proper grammar
No “lol-ing” or “wth-ing”
I read books, don’t blow off bombs
I’m mayhem to the mic
Launching rhymes not rockets
I come to this place in peace as a poet
Islam means peace
So I practice peace through poetry
I say “Asalam-alaikum”––peace be upon you

I come to this place in peace to practice my prayers
I practice peace by performing
Meddling with the mic
To spread the word to the world
Putting it from pen to paper
Here you can live life with “liberty”
You have the right to practice “religiously”
Muslims strangers in their own communities
So we keep fighting
Fighting by writing it all out on paper
Fighting by stampeding stereotypes
Fighting by spreading the word on this stage
Reading the words off my pissed off page
As this slam society welcomes me with open arms
To hear my side of the story
My mother came to this place in peace
She brought me here to attain ambitions
Education in India was feasted on
Like Americans feast on chicken legs and pasta
Where handicapped poor are crawling through the streets
Not wanting more
But just enough to feed a family of four
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My mother brought me here 
Thinking I’ll grow up being someone “dynamic”
But I’m not planning to be an Indian-fob-doctor-wannabe
In the land of the free
Nor a rich scientist
Nor a mathematician 
Just cause I’m Asian
Cause really
I suck at math
So I write

As my tear filled, ink stained paper fills up
With words like rain filling puddles 
I write
Speaking out for all those voiceless Muslims
Who have been wronged
Who never felt like they belonged
I write
Practicing peace
I write
I am a walking contradiction
A girl on a mission
I come to this stage in peace to perform my piece
To balance clashing cultures
To cultivate tradition, non-fiction
Cause I’m juxtaposition
I mean no harm… Just peace

 Najlah Iqbal

Untitled - Brian Paul Thalhammer
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In the Moonlight

The first time I killed I was fifteen. 

There was nothing out of the ordinary about me. 
Nothing that I can pinpoint like everyone tries to when 
a nightmare like me comes to life. No traumatic event. 
My parents were quite nice. I grew up in a lovely area. 
I was popular, normal, smart, happy even. People are 
always searching for something to blame. Parents, 
mental illness, loser, loner, abused, neglected, sheltered, 
awkward, anything other than the reality that some 
people are just bad. And that is the truth. Some people 
are really bad.

I was walking home from a friend’s party. The music 
faded behind me as I stumbled down the road, playing 
with my switch blade. My father and mother let me pick 
it out on my fourteenth birthday. They told me that they 
didn’t like the facts, but that the world was a dangerous 
place for a young woman. I was too young to carry a 
gun and pepper spray supposedly never works. So a 
switchblade it was. 

This is where people would attack my parents, saying 
that weapons are not the solution to a societal issue. To 
those people, I say give me a break. Perhaps handing 
me a switchblade to protect myself isn’t exactly morally 
sound, but they aren’t fucking monsters for it. They were 
right. Look at the numbers. The world is a dangerous 
place for young women.

Coming towards me from the forest was a boy only a few 
years older than me. Tall, skinny, messy blonde hair in 
his black eyes, cigarette hanging out of his mouth, hands 
in his pockets, alone and unprepared. I was hungry. Not 
the sexual kind of hungry, something else, something 
deeper. I imagined what he would look like as he took his 
last breath. My index finger pricked the blade and I felt 
a bead of blood drip down my skin and fall off onto the 
pavement. My adrenaline spiked. I closed the blade and 
put it in my waistband.

He smiled at me and I smiled back. I had seen him 
around school.
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“Hey, pretty lady,” he said to me with a crooked smile to 
die for.

“Hey there. Where are you off to?” I asked as we stopped 
under the streetlight. We were just down the road from the 
woods. I could get him to the woods. Hell. I could get his 
doe eyes all the way to the lake. Maybe a ten minute walk.

“Lacey’s party. 
  Is it still going?”
I rolled my eyes. “Yeah, it’s a snooze fest, though. You 
should hang out with me instead.”

“Is that so?” He raised his eyebrows at me.

I reached my hand into my purse and pulled out a flask. I 
handed it to him. He smiled as he twisted it open.

I thought about it for a moment. The way me reaching into 
my purse did not startle him at all. How without thought 

he opened the flask and took a swig. Had roles been 
reversed, I’d have already had my phone out, gripped 
in my hand, in case he tried anything funny. In fact, I 
probably wouldn’t have even stopped to talk to him. 
I certainly wouldn’t have taken a drink from a flask he 
just happened to have on him. Even if we’ve been at the 
same parties, I still didn’t know his name. The world is a 
dangerous place for women, huh? If only he knew.

I pointed towards the woods. “What do you say? Are you 
up for some trouble?”

“My, my, little lady, aren’t you forward.” He responded.

“Well?” I didn’t wait for him to answer. I just started 
walking. 

Of course, he followed. Who wouldn’t? We didn’t talk 
on the way there. The smell of his cheap body spray 
overpowered my nostrils, tears pricked at the edges of my 
eyes. What girls liked this aggressive, invasive scent? He 
grabbed my hand. I turned to him and smiled. 
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“I’ve seen you around with your friends,” he filled the 
silence. “Kelly, right?”

My name wasn’t Kelly. I nodded anyways. I knew his 
name. “Jack, isn’t it?”

“That’s me.”

We didn’t say anything else. It wasn’t as if we were going 
to be boyfriend and girlfriend. The hand thing seemed to 
be some teenage foreplay to a short three pump hookup in 
the woods. 

As we made our way through 
the darkness, we passed the 
flask back and forth.
“I’ll race you to the river,” I challenged.
He shook his head. “You’re wild.”

“Come on,” I beckoned. “Don’t you want to go skinny 
dipping?”

That crooked smile spread over his lips again. 
His eyes lit up. 

“Okay,” then a moment later, “Go!”
And just like that we were off. I wasn’t too concerned with 
winning. Keeping up and making a good show of it would 
be plenty enough. He slowed down as we got closer. 
The full moon was right over the lake. It was picturesque, 
bright. We were the only one’s there. 

“I won,” he bragged. “Strip.”

I batted my eyes at him. “Don’t worry. I will.” 
A coy smile tugged at my lips. “You first.”

“But, I won,” he argued.

“We never discussed the rules darlin’. You just took off. 
Strip.”
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That was the end of his protest. He clumsily tossed off 
his shoes and jeans. His phone wouldn’t be a problem 
anymore. He pulled the t-shirt over his head without any 
thought. And as he did so, I took the switchblade from my 
waistband and clutched it in my palm. He did not notice. 
He left his boxers on. They had some cartoon on them. 
They were not attractive at all. I sighed quietly. 
It was my turn.
He watched as I slowly unzipped my jeans and shrugged 
them down my thighs. I tossed them in the same direction 
as my flip flops. I pulled the tank top that clung to my 
body over my head, making sure to do so in an effortless 
way. I left my bra on. His eyes never left my body. He 
didn’t suspect a thing. The anticipation of my breasts was 
enough to distract him. 

I sauntered over to him and whispered, “Why don’t you 
quit staring and kiss me.” It wasn’t a question. It was an 
order.

He seemed to be in some sort of heated trance and 
leaned down, closing his lips over mine. I could feel the 
switchblade hot against my skin. Calling me. It was an 

itch. He aggressively slipped his tongue into my mouth. 
Part of it was nice, but every time I attempted to breath 
through my nose, I was suffocated by the disgusting scent 
he drenched himself in. I let his hands fondle my breasts 
over the bra. When he wrapped his hands around my back 
to fumble with the clasps, I opened the switch blade and 
dug it into his neck and pushed him away as I pulled it out.

He stumbled back. He was in shock. Eyes wide. Betrayal 
clear on his face. His hands went to the wound that was 
already gushing blood. I don’t think it hit me. I pushed him 
far enough away. He tried to say something. 

I whispered, “What’s that? I 
can’t hear you.”
I closed the distance between us and pushed him to the 
ground. He was so weak. His hands grasped at me in 
this pathetic protest as I straddled him, watching his eyes 
flutter wildly, his nose and mouth struggling to take in 
breath and pouring out blood as well. The last moments 
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of his life were spent staring into my eyes. I’ll never forget 
the expression in his eyes. The urgency, the pain, the 
confusion.

I rolled him into the lake and then deeper and deeper until 
I was confident it would be a while before they found him. 
I dried myself off with his jeans, tied those to a rock and 
threw them into the lake. I put his wife beater in my purse, 
a generic souvenir of sorts. Every boy in this town had a 
million of them, nothing special. I put my clothes back on. 
I sat down by the water and cleaned my switch blade. The 
reflection of the moonlight in the cruel metal was beautiful.

     
 Lizzie Stevens

Untitled - Diana Sirb
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Acceptable in the Eighties - Joseph Tinaglia
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The Weeping Sky

The sky is crying
She weeps and moans

With her thunderous roars
Her face is cloudy

And her heart is torn
Her tears pour down on us

And we run for cover
Because

We don’t want to catch her sadness
Once her wailing winds wrap around you

There is nothing more you can do
The weeping sky with her sorrows

Has gotten to you too

Najlah Iqbal 

Pines Trees

I once stood in high altitude,
Where the sky is dark blue,
And the moon never sets. 

Beneath,
Stand Pine trees. 

Oh! so fresh. 

Tears well up in each eye, 
I thought it was fiction
The clean crisp scent, 

. 
Yet here I am, 
Up real high, 

Looking down below
Upon the dark green sky.

I painted a picture
In my head. 

A thousand pine trees 
Surrounding, in the middle, 
A small abandoned shed. 

I remember
Above all, 
the smell.

I wish I could be there now, 
High atop the mountains
Where my fingers scrape 

the clouds 
And the smell of pine trees 

overtakes it all. 

Alexander Tornai
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The Second Commando after William Butler Yeats Random House College Dictionary (1979 Revised Edition) version

Turning and turning in the widening gyrostabilizer
The faldstool1  cannot hear the fallacy;
Thinner falls apart; the centesis cannot hold;
Mere anatomy is loosed upon the wrack,
The blood-dimmed tiepin is loosed, and everywhere
The certificates of inpatients are drowned;
The best lack all cookbooks, while the worst
Are full of passionate intercession.

Surely some reverberation is at hangnail;
Surely the Second Commando is at hangnail.
The Second Commando! Hardly are those wounds out
When a vast imbalance out of Spuyten Duyvil
Troubles my signature: somewhere in sandwiches of the designee
A shareholder with lipstick boil and the heathen of a mandala,

 1 (Latin faldistorium; also facistorium, faudestolus, faudestola). A movable folding chair used in pontifical functions by the bishop outside of his cathedral, or within it if he is not at his throne or cathedra. 
Other prelates enjoying the privilege of full pontificals also use it.
 2 A high-ranking bureaucrat, esp. one of cabinet rank.
 3 A sleight-of-hand swindling game in which the operator palms a pellet or pea while appearing to cover it with one of three thimble-like cups, and then, moving the cups about, offers to bet that no one 
can tell under which cup the pellet or pea lies.

A gecko blank and pitiless as the supercrat2 ,
Is moving its slow thimblerig3 , while all about it
Reel shakers of the indignant designee biscuits.
The dartboard drops again; but now I know
That twenty ceramics of stony slices
Were vexed to nimbus by a rocking crane,
And what rough beau, its housedress come round at last,
Slouches towards Beverly Hills to be born? 

 Larry O. Dean
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Summer Haiku for Chicago Children

I
now this human storm

gusts multi-caliber winds
young lives blown away

II
at sixteen she was

gentrified in that garden
her fruit can’t grow there

III
suns collide on earth

darkness envelopes the light
mars view of chi-town

IV   
(Ode To Toni Morrison)

her vernacular
stirs turbulence in gardens

of urban roses

V   
fred grew the roses

in the asphalt garden cracks
fred gave black roses

VI
not so quiet storm

clouds move in on the fourth day
rain drowns many hopes

VII
heavy rains with hail

pound away this city’s blues
can the children sleep

VIII
a mother’s earth gives

child plants of promise and hope
flowers to bloom here

Elbert Tavon Briggs
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The Battle

Can’t believe this happened again
Another test came back abnormal
Nobody can understand the gravity
Can’t believe it’s back again
Every time I think we’re in the clear
Ready for some answers now

Can’t I be cured forever
Another question left unanswered
Never knowing what to expect
Children in my arms or not
Every time I get my hopes up
Really trying to just stay hopeful

Cells changing faster than before
Another battle left to fight
Now I’m tired and defeated
Conquering anything its way 
Enormous change and danger awaits
Ravaging my body more and more

Can’t you see this isn’t the end
Another hurdle but nothing more
Never shut off the hopeful nature
Changing the way I think and feel 
Everyone sees the smiles 
Relentlessly fighting to win this battle

 Julia Talley
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You

Take me down the sea
Still I’ll be able to breathe
Show me the light of God
Give all kingdoms to me
 
Or might I say, hug me tight
Or might I say, love me right

Let me stare at the light
The light that’s far, far bright
Than Sun or all the stars spread
To as far as the sight

Or might I say, baby, face me
Or might I say, stare in my eyes

Let me see the sky
Without the speck of clouds
Let me wander streets of nowhere
Without my whereabouts

Or might I say, let me feel your hair
Or might I say, hold my hand

Let me see the peace
Allow me to fall asleep
While I know you are perfect
For my love and me

Or might I say, I can praise you more
Or might I say, you’re the one I adore

 Fahad Ali
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Night Stand

There were alone times when a book made poor company. 
So he took the cold bath at midnight, checked himself 
in the mirror and called her up. She appeared dressed in 
red and began rifling through drawers. “That’s private.” 
He offered her a drink and she cracked the glass without 
apology. Polite as he was, he collected the bits and 
bandaged the finger. Her kiss was small thanks. She 
preferred to stay when he suggested she leave. So he 
carried her to the threshold and put her out. 

A week passed and his bath water turned cold again. 
Back she came for another sleepless night. He woke up 
to the pen scratch of her writing him love letters. His eyes 
were bloodshot. He went to work and came home to find 
her still there covered in ink. So he burned all her letters as 
she screamed bloody murder. She was cross, but she got 
over it. 

There is a danger inviting Mary in. He eyed the mirror, 
unable to stand before it without seeing her beside him. 
Had he even called? Her red dress hung over the reading 
chair and her shampoo dripped on the edge of the tub. It 
was too much. 

The mirror would look better with another at his side. This 
time he draws a warm bath and hopes she will be kind. 
There are stains on the towels. He opens the drawer for a 
fresh one and finds letters in her handwriting. 

So he took the mirror down from the wall and forgot his 
own face. He prefers books, they are safer diversions. 
Every bit as collectible and easier to put back on the shelf. 
He reads. But when the light catches his glasses just so 
there are reflections. And this room is going cold. 

 Joseph Tinaglia
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 She Taught My Caged Bird

 Taught my caged bird how to sing,
from south-side housing projects in Omaha

 poemed me life is phenomenal
 life song melodies from Stamps, Arkansas to the planet

 Comforted my many falls
tripped and stumbled, yet I rise

 creative voice of Africa
verses sketched in the Spain of Sunrises

 Maya flies with pen above the skies
 earth smile in her eyes

  my brother Gershwin called
 sharing the news of Her Flight

Taught my caged bird how to sing
from south-side housing projects in Omaha

 poemed me life is phenomenal

Elbert Tavon BriggsGlance - Emma Haynes
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Bullets

Bullets breaking up blameless bodies
Guns used carelessly
Endlessly
Like an addict chugging down whiskey
Sons being shot on the south side
Graves appearing more rapidly
Then the stars in the sky
Little kids maimed for being at the wrong place
At the wrong time
What were once drive-bys for burgers and fries
Are now drive-bys that can deliver death through your eyes
Death painted in Chicago in red
Hearing the bullets throughout the night
And the top five o’clock news story
Is the Grammys
Bullets being engulfed by gangsters
Bullets leaving single mothers left home
Crying all alone
With bullets back lashing blooming boys
Who never had the chance to grow out of their adolescence

Into men
Innocent men writing out their anger through pen
Performing their rage of this Dark Age on stage
Worried they might be murdered by Monday
Al Capone didn’t even create such chaos in a century
Young people’s image today has been frayed
Were known as punks or hoodlums
3,740 offenders aged eighteen and under are locked up 
In juvenile this year
Gun companies
Impregnating guns by the minute
Young voices are being dragged to the grave
And the gun being the slave of murder
Obeying the hand that pulls its trigger to kill
What can people make of Chicago
We’re living in a war zone
In our own backyards
Citizens are terrorized
This is genocide

 Najlah Iqbal 
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Between Earth and Bronzeville

   south-side ear hustle
birthed verse  

like pollen in winds

some call it black art
colors are so natural

maybe art is art

bronzeville had borders
her pen enlarged them 
bronzeville had borders

ears hailed mahalia
streams of armstrong and the king

creoled through bronzeville 

motley planted seeds
jazzed leaves and fruits of beauty

cortor watered queens

bronzeville had borders
her pen enlarged them 

 bronzeville had borders

richard was so wright
 southern black clouds 
 breathed native suns

gaze at our present
northern black winds
now birth angry suns

“black air dying and demon noises…”
vanishing access choices

makes winds wild and ominous
 

Negro Hero: A Street In Bronzeville 
(1945) Gwendolyn Brooks
bronzeville had borders
her pen enlarged them 
bronzeville has borders

new moon of harlem rose here
chicago bronzeville

still gwendolyn smiles

lorraine penned drama
dried grapes hoped for less sun

thirst for urban rain

blues and gospel
forecast for stockyards of toil
pullman porters lived that art

bronzeville had borders
her pen enlarged them 
bronzeville has borders

Elbert Tavon Briggs
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Guardian - Emma Haynes
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Forest Girl

A child with dark silk hair and bright amber eyes,
full, lush lips and porcelain skin,
young as a fresh doe,
conceived in a forest,
grew up with the forest,
she knows the heart and secret of every tree,
they whisper to her stories and tales of their long, long 
lives,
they tell her about the boy,
the wild child that eternally lives among them,
they tell her to keep away from him,
they hide her, hide her from his hunger,
they show her what berries to eat and where to shelter 
when it rains,
they raise her heart and mind to grow wise,
until one moonless night,
the boy finds her,
he finds her and he watches,
his coal black eyes looking,
watching her stare back,
they say nothing,

only minutes roll by without a word being said,
only their hearts are in conversation,
one beat after another,
he vanishes,
the trees,
the birds,
the earth holds its breath,
everything stills,
and the girl wanders towards a stream,
sits,
and thinks about the boy’s eyes,
days pass by,
the trees whisper to her no more,
only one,
a young pine shudders to itself rather than her,
“Keep away, keep away”,
the girl,
fearless, straightens her back,
holds her head up high,
and turns facing the boy,
the boy with a hunger so great,
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it could melt her bones,
it could rip her flesh into pieces,
but she takes a step,
and another,
and another,
and takes the boy’s hand,
and smiles,
leading him to the shuddering pine,
and places his hand on her weak branch,
his fingertips touch the bark,
and he turns his head towards the girl,
and the tree stops shuddering,
and the trees begin to whisper again,
and the boy,
the boy with the great hunger, simply smiles.

 Diana Sirb

Untitled - Brian Paul Thalhammer
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Sad Sunflower - Abrahim Harb 
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Bouquet of Flowers

I am told a bouquet of flowers will arrive one at a time—

 (how romantic)

I smell the flower as often as I can
and allow the fragrance to engulf the room—

I am not granted much time to relish in the beauty of each 
flower

Each week a new flower blossoms and withers—

By the end of the month, the bouquet of flowers are 
wilted—dead—
they have become crisp and discolored

I’m alone—weeping—
sitting at the table, grasping onto the vase—
like a bride with a dead bouquet

 (how morbid)

Each week a new flower blossoms and withers—

I stand up hastily—
grab the dead bouquet from the vase—ouch—
the thorns stab me and the bouquet drops to the ground

The petals break apart—
sprinkling on the ground like colorless glitter

The thorns leave scars—
that is a bountiful reminder 

I clean the mess off the ground—
making sure I dust up every last branch and leaf

Each week a new flower blossoms and withers—

Will I ever learn to care for flowers?
Will I?
Will you help me care for flowers?

 Abrahim Harb
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It Was a Pleasure Then

 In 1992 I watched Los Angeles burn, not that 
I paid much attention. From where we watched in the 
suburbs, South Central could have been across the world. 
I’d like to think I was too busy, but that probably wasn’t 
the case. All year long we’d ditch school and roam the 
city like so many feral cats—Oren, Mike, Gabriel and I. 
We’d hide under carport in alleyways getting stoned or 
smoking stolen Parliament cigarettes we took from Oren’s 
mother. We’d scavenge the city looking for Cadillac hood 
ornaments. We’d snap off with a flip of the wrist, filling 
bags full--which we’d lug around with apparent purpose. 
We’d rip hubcaps off cars, rolling them down streets. We’d 
watch them slide into the gutters, hit oncoming traffic and 
then we’d run away in a mad dash, Mike yelling, “Fuck the 
bastards!” We’d hop over hedges, fences, backyards, into 
the still, paralyzed, Los Angeles landscape. Then at home 
every night we’d watch the news reports of race riots 
in South Central, floods along the coast, fires in Malibu, 
earthquakes. In 1992 my father also left the family and, 
after a few months of bachelorhood, he suffered a massive 
stroke.

 I didn’t have much use for school; or rather, school 
didn’t have much use for me.  I didn’t have the patience 
to stick around all day if that meant getting chased and 
beaten up by the various gang bangers who aimlessly 
circled the campus after school, looking for skinheads to 
beat up. You’d think people would have better things to 
do than spend the afternoon looking for fourteen-year-
olds to torture, but I guess not. I’d have to run from the 
school gate to Oren’s apartment a few blocks away. I was 
a tall, angular, white kid with a six-inch Mohawk and easily 
mistaken for a skinhead. “But I can’t be a skinhead,” I 
would protest, “I’m Jewish.” 
 

 “Fuck you!” Punch.
 
 I remember one teacher, Mr. Rose. Mr. Rose 
‘taught’ English and I use the word taught very loosely. 
All I remember about him was screaming for a solid fifty-
five minutes, which is quite a feat, if you think about it. I 
remember staring at my desk on the first week of school, 
counting the minutes until class was over. Suddenly he 
shouted at me, “What did I just say?”
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 “I’m sorry,” I said, 
   looking red faced at my 
    desk, “I … I … I … 
   wasn’t listening.”
 “Well, I wrote it on the chalkboard, too. Are 
you having trouble seeing as well?” He bellowed, 
practically frothing at the mouth. “If you are, I know a 
great optometrist I can recommend. Tell him I sent you. 
Maybe he’ll give you a discount. He’s gotten rich off all the 
students I’ve sent him.”
 For months afterward, I fantasized about seeing 
him in front of the class. He would be grabbing at his chest 
in the throes of a myocardial infarction, an aneurysm, a 
seizure—perhaps a full cardiac arrest. After his collapse, I 
would stand over his writhing body, looking down at him. 
I’d watch him twitch on the floor and say in a tone of mock 
concern, “Are you suffering from a heart attack? Because 
if you are, I know a great cardiologist I could recommend.  
Tell him I sent you. Maybe he’ll give you a discount.” After 

the first week in his class, I started ditching and never 
went back.
 Perhaps due to all the anarchy and desolation that 
surrounded me, I didn’t notice my parents were at their 
wits end. It had come as a big surprise that my parents 
had decided, after twenty odd years of marriage, that 
enough was enough and filed for divorce. That isn’t to 
say the signs weren’t there. Their nightly screaming fights 
had gone on for so long that they had almost become 
routine. I had come to see them as a nightly fixture of our 
household, like the casual dinner conversation, where we 
went round the table telling each other what we did that 
day. Although in hindsight, it was a testament to both 
their deep love of each other and a certain, stubborn, 
intractable masochism. 
 The truth of the matter is, I don’t really remember 
my father as he was. I seem to remember his presence 
or rather a place in my memory where he should have 
been. All I remember is a feeling emanating from a void. 
I remember the last time I saw him before the stroke. 
He had picked me up from our apartment and he was in 
a hurry. He was driving me to Oren’s apartment for the 
weekend. As I remember it, he was off to visit Chris, his 
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current girlfriend and erstwhile mistress, in Marina del Rey, 
for the weekend. I remember thinking he looked tired and 
worn out. His skin was ruddier than usual. He seemed 
jumpy and nervous, which was very unlike him. Somehow 
he seemed older and heavier than he had been. But 
perhaps that’s just how I choose to remember that night. I 
just want to see that I noticed something was wrong. But 
I was busy being a teenager, getting high, hanging out, 
trying to grope young girls in hallways, avoiding school. So 
I didn’t notice if anything was wrong with him. 
 After my father moved out of the family home, I 
followed suit and moved in with him. I didn’t get along 
with my mother, mostly because I was an angry teenager, 
and my mother was crazy. At least I’d like to think it was 
because my mother was crazy. I also felt my father would 
be lonely and may have needed my company. In reality, 
he was waist deep in a midlife crisis and probably didn’t 
need me hanging around. In truth, I was so caught up in 
my antagonistic relationship with my mother that I didn’t 
even notice my father was falling apart. I had always 
viewed my father as having an air of unfailing strength 
and vigor. He was a big man, both physically big, but also 
voluble, endless opinionated and argumentative with a 

seemingly endless energy. He seemed to dominate every 
conversation, his booming voice thundering over the 
opposition.
 But like I said, he was a man falling apart. His 
second marriage was ending in divorce. There was ten 
years of unpaid back taxes, unpaid child support, a 
mortgage on a house he couldn’t afford, even in good 
times, coupled with the rent for his apartment. He was also 
dealing with a scandal at the Community College where 
he taught journalism. It seemed one of his students wrote 
what was considered a racist editorial, which had caused a 
minor, public backlash. It probably didn’t help that he was 
also dating the student who wrote the offensive article. In 
his mind, the fact that she was 45 years old made it okay, 
although he was clearly deluding himself.
 Since the divorce, we rarely had a home cooked 
meal, choosing instead to eat out as much as possible. 
When he was married to my mother, we all kept on a strict 
vegan diet. For a while we were macrobiotic, a dietary 
regimen that I’m still not sure what it consists of to this 
day, except that it should be avoided at all costs. We 
mostly frequented about half a dozen, twenty-four hour 
diners in the area. At the time, my father seemed to live 
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off nothing but pastrami sandwiches and piles of French 
fries, dousing every bite in salt. I remember him holding the 
shaker in one hand, the sandwich in another. Bite. Shake. 
Repeat. 
 As I was stepping out of his 88 Nissan Sentra, he 
gave me $40. “Here you go, that should be enough.”
 “That’s great, dad, I’ll see you Sunday night.” 
Pocketing the money, I knew it would buy me a 12-pack of 
Natural Ice from the mini mart down the street from Oren’s 
and a bag of weed. I didn’t really need to eat--beer would 
always do in a pinch. And if I got hungry, I could always 
eat a bowl of soup, which Oren’s mother always seemed 
to having warming on the stove. Although, the term “soup” 
seems perhaps an overly generous term for her blackened 
pots full of bacteria and chicken fat, which she attended 
to at all hours of the day. I looked at her pockmarked 
face, her tired sagging cheeks and a perpetual Parliament 
cigarette dangling from the side of her mouth with an inch 
of cigarette ash precariously close to falling in the “soup.” 
“Would you like some soup, Adam? You look starved,” 
She’d offer in her thick Israeli accent. “No thanks, Mrs. 
Pius. I ate.”
 That night is all I remember is getting stoned with 

a dozen friends behind two large storage containers in the 
rear parking lot of Studio City Bowl. Our silhouettes looked 
down on us from the grey cinder block wall behind us as 
we hunched over the joint being passed around.  
My friend Mike kept shouting, 

 “Someone needs to keep 
   an eye out for the 5 0.” 

He must have been under the impression that the police 
patrolled parking lots behind bowling alleys. 
  We made it back to Oren’s apartment around 
2am. His mother was there to greet us. She never seemed 
to sleep. She just seemed to roam around the house with a 
Parliament cigarette pendulously dangling from the corner 
of her mouth with her bad dye job, permanent bags under 
her eyes and sallow acne scarred skin. She also never 
seemed to care that her son dropped out of school in the 
seventh grade or that he was high all the time or that her 
eldest daughter was a heroin addict, but that’s another 
story.
 “Adam,” she said, handing me the cordless phone, 
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“your sister’s been calling looking for you. She said it’s an 
emergency.” The fact that she noticed me at all meant that 
something must be wrong. I quickly called home. Shaking 
myself and pressing my palms to my eyes to gain focus, 
I tested my voice to make sure I sounded as sober as 
possible. 
 “Hello.” It was my sister’s voice on the other end.
 

 “Hi, Rachel. 
  What’s wrong?”
 “Oh, thank God I found you. Your father’s in the 
hospital. They say it looks like he had a stroke.”
 “Are you sure it’s a stroke? It could be something 
else.”
 “I don’t know. Where are you? I can come and get 
you right now. We’re all going to the hospital right now. 
Mom’s already there and your brother is with me right now. 

He’s at Saint Paul’s in Marina del Rey.”
 “I’ll see him tomorrow,” I said in a dead tone.
 My sister hesitated. “Are you okay?” she asked.  
 “Yeah, I’m fine. Just tired.”
The next morning we were all at the hospital. His older 
brother, his aunt and his cousin all drove up over night 
from Palm Springs. His two oldest sons were there. His 
first wife, his soon to be ex-wife and colleagues I had 
never seen were there, too. And the only thing I remember 
is all of us staring at my prostrate father with a blue tube 
up his nose, a catheter bag full of piss, hanging from the 
side of the bed, needles stuck in the tops of his bruised 
hands, fast asleep.

 Adam Cifarelli
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Meta at a Park - Joseph Tinaglia

Hands 6

I, as a 
child, before 
I had word,
thought it was magic 
to reach out
with my
tiny, un-callused
hands and have 
them filled. 
A gesture was 
an incantation, 
a prayer
to whatever above. 
I, then, called 
out to
them 
and, still, they 
would come. 

I have grown.

There is nothing
in what I see, nothing 
that it explains.  
All’s dead
that’s passed.
Now,
my 
hands are
empty except 
for the dirt that 
covers 
them. All
my gestures 
are towards the earth, 
compromising 
and praying 
with labor,
willing with pain.

 I. Feigle
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I Remember When

Oh, I remember when
I looked at you for the very first time,
the very first time, you smiled,
I remember when I discovered what it feels like
to have a million butterfly wings beat against my rib cage,
I remember when you took me to your favorite bookstore,
when you would dedicate all your favorite books to me,
I remember when you taught me how to fly,
when you would lift me up and spin me so that I’d fly like 
superman,
I remember when you told me all the words I needed to 
hear,
when you would catch my tears,
and put them in an orange envelope,
you’d write my address and tell me to save them for a 
happy occasion,
I remember when you held me,
you taught me how to burn like a fire,
I remember when you walked out that night,
when you didn’t come back home,
I remember when I thought I saw your face on the subway 
train,
when I ran towards you, and the doors shut in my face,
you simply smiled,

but it was a sad smile
I remember the day I had an accident,
the day I went to the hospital,
the day I almost died,
the day I dreamt about you holding my hand
and telling me all the things I needed to hear,
I remember when I woke up and you were gone,
the day I told myself, “it was a dream after all”
but why was I in the hospital?
I remember the day your name flashed on TV,
the day I broke apart and screamed that it wasn’t true,
the day your name was under the headline: “body found”,
I remembered the day you told me to be strong,
the day you said that there are many challenges ahead of 
me,
to overcome them no matter what,
I didn’t understand then,
I remember when I dreamt about flying with you,
the day I flew was the day I knew,
I remember when
you held me for the last time,
when you took my hand and smiled your sad smile,
the day you told me all the things I needed to hear for the 
very last time,
I remember that day,
it was the day I flew.
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I Remember When (part 2)

I remember when
I met you for the very first time,
we smiled at each other and blinked a million times,
I remember when I kissed your hand and told you how 
beautiful you were,
and when you looked at me with your pursed lips as if it 
were the very first time you were hearing those words,
I remember when
you showed me pictures of you when you were little,
when you told me about how many times you fell down 
and didn’t cry,
I smiled,
I remember when we made love for the first time,
the day you told me you loved me,
I remember when you ran away for the first time,
how I searched all night calling your name and found you 
shivering on the ground of an empty parking lot, 
I remember when I held your hand as the doctor told me 
that you were unstable,
that he had to “put you away”,
that you would be safe,
I remember when I would come to see you every day,
when you refused to see me,
I remember when I won the lottery by chance,

I found an unscratched ticket in the same empty parking 
lot where I found you,
when I won all those zeros,
I was on television,
I remember when I went to visit you,
the day I wanted to set you free,
the day I came to rescue you, 
you recognized me and smiled,
I remember when we were together,
when I had the old you by my side again,
I remember when we held hands and walked for miles and 
miles because we wanted the moment to last,
and I remember when you ran away again,
I found you in the hospital,
you looked at me,
your eyes dark and smiled,
you didn’t know who I was but I called your name anyway,
I remember when I came and held you,
that day,
I held you for the very last time,
the day I cried like I was five again and missing my pops,
the day it wasn’t pops that I was missing anymore,
it was you,
I remember when you smiled at me for the very last time.

 Diana Sirb
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Don’t Stop Believing My Brown Eyed Girl

Just a small town girl
Hey where did you go
Living in a lonely world
Days when the rains came down
She took the midnight train
Down in the hollow
Going anywhere
Playing a new game

A singer in a smokey room
Whatever happened
The smell of wine and cheap perfume
Standing in the sunlight laughing
For a smile they can share the night
Hide behind a rainbow’s wall
It goes on and on and on and on

You, my brown eyed girl
Don’t stop believin’
Do you remember when we used to sing
Hold on to that feeling
Just like that 
Hold on

 Julia Talley

The author uses lines from “Don’t Stop Believing” by Journey and 
“Brown-Eyed Girl” by Van Morrison to construct this piece.

Imperfect Daisy - Abrahim Harb
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Confusingly Confused

How unpredictable thou heart is
Fragile at the peak of fragility

Yet robust like a newly made spade head
And every path leads to an alien duality

Is it the ache or is it the pleasure?
What name do we give to this feeling?

Heart, come out of the veil of chest
Uncover whether its poison or are you healing?

A moment ago I felt like rain
Dancing with wild blowing wind

A clock’s tick later I am trapped in a maze
I feel so lost, no memo of where I’ve been

The sudden winding of consistent thoughts
Leaves me bewildered thinking “From where to start?”

A new spree, a new battle on short notice
To cope with them, I find it hard

Oh heart, at request, kindly drop the play
My world gets shaken, what more to say

Occasionally, I wonder why
Merely heart plays, where did the brain die?

I am begging myself for logic at times
Instead, heart gifts me feelings and brain stays quite

I am shrugging my brain to lead me out
And I hear an echo “You’re filled with doubt”
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Does that make even a pinch of sense?
My apologies but brain I don’t understand

Heart’s all over my existence, so dominant
Shattering me, and dragging me to an end

Heart’s juvenile, causing misery out of innocence
Brain, come to function, merely for defense

End of this writing is similar to end of my every day
Black and white with patches of blue and grey

 Fahad Ali

The Connoisseur - Eric Kraybill
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Chopped: Gertrude Stein Edition

What I’ve made for you today is vermouth 
mouthed with scissors if necessary,

powdered granulated turbinado steaming 
process into coffee drinks and sprinkled. 

Do not mix gelatin with figs, as its name implies
the buds of a spiny shrub.

It is also called rocket and a bacterial piña colada
usually done for a piecrust edge.

With a subtle molasses flavor skillet over medium 
high heat, puree bamboo or wooden skewers.

A drip pan can also be made. These include oil 
of anise; use eggs straight from the refrigerator.

To shallow fry store in a cool, dark, dry place 
and rolling it up into a log shape, as you would

fresh mushrooms, the stack covered with plastic
wrap a ricer, giving the food a somewhat ricelike shape.

Dry marsala makes a nice pre-dinner drink plus an added
tang. Pinch or press pastry describes the state of vegetables.

A fork can be inserted partway inside the other. If you use a bread 
machine, casserole becomes smooth and elastic;

in order to tenderize or flatten it move the spatula across
the bottom of the bowl. This is best done outdoors,

as a roux to force gumbos that has been cooked. Quantity
evaporated, you get what you hors d’oeuvre.

 Larry O. Dean
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Paulie

 “You think Konerko’ll play today?”
 “Nah. Not a chance. He’s too old.”
 “Too old? He’s thirty-eight.”
 

 “That’s old.”
 
 The train lurches forward as I eavesdrop on the 
quiet conversation. Two bald men with identical graying 
beards hang on the handrail above their heads, barely tall 
enough to reach. They slowly shuffle aside to let a line of 
new boarders pass. Their frail white knuckles sit next to 
mine on the cold metal. I stand against the seats behind 
me, the outside scenery a blur from my back as the inside 
of the train pulls from the opposite direction. The closest 
the human race has come to time travel.
 The peak of an ordinary Sunday afternoon 
passes by out the window. Unseasonably warm for late 
September, though you’d never know it from the pits of 
pitch-black White Sox sweaters swarming around the 
cramped train car. I reach for the ticket in my pocket, 

patting the front of my jeans for the papery bulge. When I 
first started going to ballgames, as a kid back in grammar 
school, tickets still had stubs. The kind that the vendors at 
the gates would tear off and hand back to you, that perfect 
piece of perforation. Now they’re bland pieces of folded 
paper that leave an ugly pop in your pocket. 
 Sox, thirty-fifth, calls the deep, muffled voice from 
above. The robotic drone so ingrained into my memory 
after years of riding public transportation. The train begins 
to ease, rails squeaking below. Everyone in the car, save 
for two or three, turns towards the doors in a kind of 
huddled anticipation that only baseball can create. I hear 
another voice from behind me. Clear, this time. Human.
 “So, are the Sox gonna win today?” asks a woman 
in a sweet, motherly tone.
 “No,” comes the flat response. 
 I glance to the side. The profile of a short twelve, 
maybe thirteen-year-old boy appears in my peripherals. 
Poor kid. Not old enough to reach the handrail and already 
he’s a skeptic. Baseball has a tendency to do that to you.
 A pause. A crack. A swish. The doors open, letting 
a slight gust of wind breathe across my face. I’m the first 
one out of the last car on the train. The grainy platform 
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fills up with lines of people, like thoroughbreds unleashed 
from a starting gate. They all seem to stop simultaneously 
and look both ways in wonder. As if the train suddenly 
transported all of us to Mars instead of a major league 
baseball game.
 There’s a slight glimmer of it from the end of the 
platform. The stadium. It’s unmistakable. You drift closer 
and closer to it, without thinking, each step revealing more 
and more like a puzzle to heaven. A perfect island of brick 
and mortar surrounded by cracked sidewalks and rusty 
buildings. It skies up as far as you can see with a sort of 
mysticism that leaves you wondering how such a thing 
could have been built by human hands. I walk towards 
it in a dazed excitement. The escalator at the end of the 
platform is broken, but almost everyone still flocks to it. I 
dash up the barren stairs, taking two, three solid steps at a 
time as I pass by groups of people in pinstriped jerseys. A 
tall brown-haired girl, the center of a white t-shirted group, 
trudges up the escalator next to me.
 “Just wait till I tell Ken I was at Konerko’s last 
game. He’ll freak!” There’s a certain possession in her 
voice, proud to be a witness to such a historic event.
 The loud honks and screeches of cars crowded 

around the ballpark stab my ears as I push through the 
train station doors. I feel a vibration in my pants pocket, 
a new text message about nothing in particular. Ignore. 
The pull of baseball makes cell phones and technology 
feel outdated. I jump off the cracked street corner onto 
the sandy tiles surrounding the ballpark, honored to finally 
be on its property. Gate E. Gate E. Gate E. I unwittingly 
take a roundabout route to my seats. A cluster of young 
men and women, maybe my age, sit on folding chairs 
while slowly sipping long, blue drinks in sunglasses as I 
pass underneath a billboard of Paul Konerko. His muted, 
stoic face gigantic to us mortals. A band plays a riff from 
“You Gotta Fight For Your Right (To Party)” in front of the 
chairs underneath a blue tent with the Miller Lite logo on 
it. Everything sponsored. I see a tall couple with matching 
White Sox jerseys get up as I walk by, pacing in front of 
me for a moment before turning towards a special black 
gate that materializes out of nowhere. SCOUT SEATING 
says the fancy black sign above their heads. Best in the 
ballpark, right behind home plate. I inch closer, intrigued 
for no apparent reason as the guy turns to the side.
 “Who’re they playing today?”
 “Royals, I think,” replies the woman, apathetically.
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 “They’re from, um, St. Louis, right?” 

 “Think so.”

 They always get the best seats.
 I finally find Gate E with lines of regular, ordinary 
people surrounding it. One of the ushers, a woman in a 
neon-green shirt, pats me down as I approach the turnstile 
with my arms outstretched. She asks what I have in my 
pocket and I pull out my cell phone. She shrugs and waves 
me through. I take out my ticket, carefully unfolding it three 
times as a different, taller woman in neon-green flashes 
a blazing red line over the bar code. A faint ding echoes 
from nowhere in particular and I’m finally allowed into the 
sanctity of the stadium.
 It dawns on me as I step through the shadowed, 
mustard-smelling bowels of the ballpark. This is the first 
time I’ve ever gone to a baseball game on a whim. Bought 
the ticket for fifteen bucks at two in the morning in my 
pajamas the night before. One button. One click. Done. 
Just like that. It’s usually a big event, watching a ballgame. 
You build days, weeks, months around it. Around basking 

in the green grass, around the crack of the bat, around the 
smell of hot dogs. But here, on the last day of the season, 
with the White Sox out of the race since June, the game 
feels more like a detour. A detour to something bigger, 
larger. 
 Konerko deep to left! It’s a slam!
 A TV buzzes to my right. I recognize the call, 
having heard it dozens of times before. Paul Konerko’s 
grand slam in Game 2 of the 2005 World Series. I turn to 
see a crowd of bobbing, jumping pixelated heads on the 
screen before it quickly cuts to Konerko sprinting down the 
first-base line, raising his fist in bliss.
 And the White Sox take a six-to-four lead here in 
the seventh!
 I’ll never forget it.
 I guess one of the reasons I’ve always been drawn 
to Konerko is because he’s the perfect parallel to my 
baseball life. A once touted catching prospect, he broke in 
way out west as an infielder with the Dodgers in 1997, the 
year I started T-ball. After a short stint with the Cincinnati 
Reds in ‘98, he was quickly flipped to the White Sox before 
the dawn of the 1999 season, the year I suited up for my 
own White Sox team in Little League. We were awful. His 
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seven homers combined between L.A. and Cincinnati 
painted him as just another face in the crowd. The 432 
he’d hit over the next sixteen years got him a glowing 
bronze statue on the south side of Chicago, unveiled the 
day before in a Paul Konerko Day ceremony that left nary a 
dry eye in the house. Anyone’s house.
 I’d emulate Paulie whenever I got to play first in 
Little League. Some of my fondest memories of childhood. 
His grounded demeanor, his calm attitude, his love for the 
game. No fist pumping on a routine groundout to second. 
Never give yourself up. A small part of me always believed 
I could be Paul Konerko. Still does.
 The escalators never seem to end as I climb 
towards the sky, desperate to sit. I look down at my ticket 
as excited chatter surrounds me. Section 520. Row 7. Seat 
1. So high up that you begin to realize why they call it a 
stadium. Nosebleed of the nosebleeds. The squeaky green 
chair on the first-base side feels cold underneath the hot 
sun. A handful of scattered fans sit hunched in front of me, 
leaning to see the pale pinstriped dots on the field. I make 
out the firm, unmistakable EATON 1 on the back of one 
of the jerseys down below. Adam Eaton, the star rookie 
outfielder the Sox got from Arizona, bolts through the fresh 

outfield grass. From my point of view, it looks like he’s run 
about two inches. Jose Abreu, the unorthodox 79 on his 
back, looks hulking, even from my high angle as he chats 
with a pair of nameless Royals in shallow center field. He’s 
a lock for Rookie of the Year, the heir apparent to Konerko 
at first base. Pairs of other high-numbered rookies emerge 
from the home dugout as my eyes wander to the big, 
overbearing jumbotron in left field. THANK YOU, PAULIE 
stands in glistening golden letters as little lines dance 
around it. 
 A sudden hush fills the ballpark. Murmurs turn 
to cheers as my head snaps back to the field, wondering 
and knowing at the same time. There, with a glove tucked 
under his arm and a pair of bats hanging from his hand, 
is Konerko. Paulie. He turns slightly back towards the 
home dugout, raising his hand in recognition, the immortal 
KONERKO 14 pointed directly at me like a beacon through 
fog. It’s a sign. Of what, I don’t know.
 Sand is raked, the batting cage is wheeled off, 
and a collective gasp gets louder. Baseball fans have an 
innate gift of knowing where the action is. Sure enough, 
the deep, harrowing voice from the PA above encourages 
all of us to stand for the national anthem. Lines of players 
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merge into a single-file line, like first-graders, on either side 
of the field. A few are strewn around like a scatterplot on 
the outfield grass. I stand frozen as a girl, maybe eighteen, 
belts out the last anthem of the season. She’ll be telling 
her grandkids she sang at Paul Konerko’s last game. Sixty 
years from now. Sixty. Players doff and readjust their caps 
as the girl holds BRAAAAVE for a good five seconds. A 
few slap each other on the back as they trudge towards 
the dugout. I think I see Paulie hover on the foul line for an 
extra moment, but it’s probably my imagination. Has to be.
 “PAU-LIE! PAU-LIE!” yells a heavyset man in 
the row below me, hands cupped around his mouth. A 
disembodied voice joins in the chant from behind. Paulie in 
stereo. I faintly echo it in my head, tapping my foot on the 
chipped cement.

 Pau-lie
 Pau-lie
 Pau-lie
 Pau-lie
 That overwhelming sense of anticipation builds 

once again as I make out scrambling silhouettes in 
the White Sox dugout. No sport has more pre-game 
excitement than baseball. An ad for Giordano’s flashes 
across the scoreboard when a pent-up cheer erupts from 
the crowd. It’s Konerko – Pau-lie – out of the starting gate 
and leading his team out onto the field for the last time. His 
head is down as the other, younger players leap childlike 
out of the dugout behind him. All business. Admirable. 
 On any other day, baseball would be a team 
sport. But today is all about Konerko and everyone knows 
it. The thousands of people in the ballpark there to see 
him, only him, wail as he takes his position at first base. I 
clap nervously, the cold metal of the green seat brushing 
against my legs as I stand. There’s a pit growing in my 
stomach, knowing it’s only a matter of time. Konerko 
uncomfortably tips his cap to the crowd as business takes 
over. Warmup pitches tossed, practice grounders fielded, 
pleasantries exchanged. Almost like it’s a normal game. 
The first Royals hitter steps into the box, digging his cleats 
into the ground before readying himself. Chris Bassitt, a 
young Sox pitcher with 61 stitched across his back, nods, 
winds up, throws and everything goes into fast forward. 
 It won’t slow down.
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 The occasional crack of the bat or flash on the 
scoreboard or gasp of the crowd or shouting beer vendor 
or LET’S GO PAULIE flutters by. Even the long cheer for 
Konerko’s at-bat in the first inning seems far too short. 
The Sox are up 4-2 in the fifth inning before I can catch my 
breath. Baseball, a sport famous for its leisurely pace, is 
sending the clock spinning. It’s hopeless until I see Paulie 
slowly start to drag his foot through the dirt below him at 
first base. Concentrating on the trails of his cleats between 
pitches freezes time. He smoothes out one last line and 
steps away.

  J
 NICK 
 OWEN
 A
 
 I instantly recognize Nick as the name of one of his 
sons. A beautiful, sand-etched tribute to his family. 
 Poetry.

 It hits me that Paulie – Konerko – still has the rest 
of his life ahead of him. Baseball closes one door of life 
and opens another. Thirty-eight might be old for sports, 
but it’s only half of life.
 The PA announcer seems breathless as the fifth 
inning begins, announcing the substitutions of younger, 
wide-eyed rookies for grizzled veterans for the Royals. 
A big orange F flashes next to the Tigers-Twins game 
on the scoreboard. The Tigers’ 3-0 victory clinches the 
division title on this, the last day of the season, leaving 
the Royals with the Wild Card and making the game at 
hand irrelevant. Paulie gives importance to the irrelevance. 
He digs into the batter’s box in the bottom of the fifth, 
generating the standard cheer from the crowd. Knowing 
how the Sox usually bring in a defensive replacement for 
him in the later innings, I realize this might be it. Sixteen 
years into one at-bat. He’d struck out his first two times at 
the plate. I pray for a hit, but hope for contact. First pitch. 
Strike. Second pitch. Ball. The third pitch is a breaking ball. 
Paulie painfully lunges at it, looking 36, tapping it weakly 
towards third. He’s barely halfway down the line when 
the third baseman casually flings the ball to first, retiring 
Konerko.
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 From my view in the sky, I see Paulie jog towards 
the dugout to the yells of the crowd, the familiar 14 
bobbing up and down ever so slightly as he hops down 
the steps. He disappears in a pit of pinstripes as the next 
batter steps in the box. Gone. Only in the bottom half of 
the inning does he emerge, taking his place at first base 
as he’s done thousands of times before. A tenth man 
jogs nervously out of the dugout after a minute. Towards 
Konerko. It’s happening.
 I slide out of my seat, standing and clapping in 
solitude as others pace down the aisle for another beer 
or a second hot dog. They’re missing it. They don’t know. 
They can’t know. Konerko takes a few steps forward down 
on the field and slowly approaches the tenth man. They 
shake hands. Second and third pairs of claps crackle 
behind me. Then a fourth. Konerko starts to jog off the 
field, replaced by WILKINS 38. The tenth man. Another 
rookie. Rows, sections and soon the whole ballpark rises 
in applause, the moment live. Men and women. Boyfriends 
and girlfriends. Fathers and mothers. White Sox and 
Royals. Konerko fans and Konerko fans. In unison.
 I look around, studying the smiles, holding the 
tears, my hands overjoyed in pain from the crack of each 

clap. My eyes wander into the White Sox dugout, hoping 
to catch one last glimpse of Paulie, but he’s gone. For 
good.
 “Guess that’s it,” says a high-pitched voice from 
behind me.
 “Wanna go?” asks another.

 “Sure.”
 Two girls in White Sox jerseys step around me and 
down the cement stairs, disappearing into the stadium 
runway. I get the quick impulse to follow, but I stay. Paulie 
would want us to see these rookies, the future of his team.
 The White Sox give up three runs in the sixth and 
end up losing, 6-4. The scoreboard reads 6-12-0 for the 
Royals and 4-12-0 for the Sox, numbers I’ll probably forget 
tomorrow. The only number that sticks is 14.

 14.
 I sit glued in my seat after the final out as fans 
climb down the stairs from all around me, back to their 
normal lives. A silver hot dog wrapper brushes against my 
feet. My eyes stare at the field below as groundskeepers 
eventually take the place of ballplayers. One of them rakes 
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away the etchings in the dirt behind first, Konerko’s family. 
A plain pit of brown sits in the place where Paulie played. I 
sigh and grip the armrests of my seat, heaving myself up. 
The last in my section to leave. It’s an odd feeling, being 
alone in a ballpark. 
 I get the overwhelming feeling that I’ve lost 
something. Something I need. I tap each pocket of my 
pants. What is it? Keys. Phone. Wallet. Nope. 
 All there.
 The green seat under me flaps a couple times and 
wafts into complete silence. I trudge down the steps, all 
the way to the first row of the section. The darkness of the 
beer-scented pathway calls out from under the sun, but 
something makes me turn around. One last look. One last 
hope.
 The barren field looks panoramic from my angle 
in the sky. A brief glimmer on the scoreboard catches my 
eye.

 #14 in your program, #1 in our heart.
 Always number one, Paulie.

  Nicholas M. Pecucci
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Infatuation 

I want to eat the sun and bathe in the dark rain.
Splash in the shadows.
Soak in the darkness.
I want to drown in you again.
When the sun hides and the rain falls hard.
Dance in the puddles, pulse to the thunder.
Bask in the lightning.
Swallow the sun if it tries to rise.
The only thing that I need is my dark knight.
Pull me under, it’s okay.
All I want is to spin in your waves.

 Lizzie Stevens

Endangered Species - Joseph Tinaglia
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Ode to Maya (And Caged Birds)

I believe I know why the caged bird sings with a fearless 
trill—
She finds beauty in imprisonment—
The free bird thinks of another breeze
And she names the sky her own.
Her wings are clipped and her feet are tied—

I believe I know why the caged bird sings—
Day by day, she keeps hope—
Instead of losing it daily, till it’s nothing.

This distant hill can be seen through a part created by the 
sighing trees—and her tune is heard.

....The caged bird sings of freedom because one day 
imprisonment will end.

Little does she know—her trills—
Her fearless trills keep her caged—
She opens her throat to sing of freedom—
Her voice echoes beyond the cage bars—

Over the distant hill and
Beyond the orange sun-rays.

She finds beauty in it all—
The free bird thinks of another breeze
And she names the sky her own.
Her wings are clipped and her feet are tied—

I believe I know why the caged bird sings—
The caged bird sings of freedom—
Not of freedom from being a caged bird—
Freedom of being able to trill without harm

Do you know why the caged bird sings? 

 Abrahim Harb
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Detached   (An Excerpt)

 Even in the cloudy darkness, Wanda could see 
her blue-green, glittering eyes. She’d grown used to that 
stare, almost resigned to the icy, tinted glow that had 
hovered over the quad for so many months. Sometimes 
Wanda huddled deeply under the covers at night, aware 
of every coarse laugh or piercing obscenity that vibrated 
through the bedroom wall she was forced to share. Even 
the slightest settling noise would cause her to reach for 
Ben and clutch at him as he gently snored or curl herself 
around the cats, just to make sure she wasn’t alone in the 
dim room. It wouldn’t have surprised her if a shotgun was 
pointed at the sheetrock from the other side at any given 
time, perfectly lined up with her head. 
 But now that she stood in the snow, seeing large, 
slithering puffs of smoke rise out of the chimney, Wanda 
knew the rage was not directed at her for once. After 
all, she hadn’t started the fire. She had nothing to do 
with it. When all of the emergency vehicles had arrived, 
converging on the community driveway with a shrill 
urgency, Wanda had been watching television. If anyone 
were to blame, it was Charlotte herself.

 “Let’s cross the street,” Ben whispered to her.
 “Why?” Wanda asked, noticing how Charlotte’s 
wide figure at the end of the driveway cast a black 
silhouette on all of the entwined hoses surrounding them.

 “Because I don’t want 
   to be near her,” 
Ben hissed and lifted up both cat carriers from the 
sidewalk. “I might say something I’ll regret.”
 Before Wanda had the chance to answer, Ben 
slipped around a parked ambulance and found a spot 
across Juniper Way by the line of metal mailboxes. She 
rushed behind him, silently agreeing that it was best to 
keep their distance. They didn’t need another incident. 
Still, it was fascinating to watch Charlotte shrug strips of 
rope-like, overly highlighted hair off her tattooed shoulders 
as if she didn’t have a care in the world. The cold air had 
no apparent effect on her either. Unlike Wanda, who was 
bundled up in her thick, winter coat, Charlotte stood at 
the base of the driveway in a frayed tank top and worn-
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out jeans, scrolling through her phone with an occasional 
eye roll whenever someone approached. While firefighters 
ripped layers of insulation from the chimney, letting debris 
fall along the snow-splattered hill in all directions, Charlotte 
had the hint of a smirk twisting her moistened lips. She 
leaned in to make what could only be sarcastic comments 
in her friends’ ears, covering her mouth so that her black 
fingernail polish gleamed from the streetlights above.  

 “There better not be any
  damage to our house,” 
Ben said. The gray hairs in his sideburns glinted angrily.
 Wanda nodded, but stared at an angular crane that 
lifted a firefighter into the blackened sky, where he aimed 
a high-powered hose into the now skeletal chimney. From 
her vantage point, it looked as if he was entering a swarm 
of barren branches. Although they were across the street 
among a growing crowd of people, Wanda heard the loud, 
fizzing sounds made by the water as it hit the chimney’s 
surface. Then she watched as it streamed off the edges, 
trickling and popping before each droplet plopped onto the 
snow. 

 “Amazing,” Wanda murmured and swiped some 
blowing strands of hair from her face.
 “She could’ve burned down the whole building,” 
Ben replied. 
 “I know.”
 But the truth was Wanda didn’t know anything. 
And while the sight of the smoldering fire was hard to 
believe, she couldn’t help feeling numb at the same time. 
Just a few minutes earlier she’d endured Charlotte’s 
screeching, drunken laughter with some faceless man 
booming his car stereo outside as Wanda tried her best 
to watch television in the bedroom. He was just one of a 
zillion visitors that drove in and out of the parking lot every 
day to see that woman with her loud voice and equally 
loud hairstyles, full of bleach and deceit. 
 Before all of that noise, Wanda had heard some 
loud commotion in what sounded like Charlotte’s garage. 
It was just a few inches from Wanda’s master bedroom so 
even though she’d turned up the television, she could still 
hear a typical screaming match, not to mention thudding 
and pounding of some sort. Normally, the assorted noise 
that swept through the walls at any given moment might 
appear odd, out of place on an otherwise quiet street. 
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But by now, she’d become deadened to the poisoned air 
in this particular quad, the only one she really knew, that 
never seemed to clear. At the same time, fury bubbled 
inside of her, often causing breathlessness, even though 
she had attempted to drown it out by watching real life 
murder stories on her favorite channel, Investigation 
Discovery. 
 Sinking as far into into the layers of blankets 
as possible, Wanda did everything short of wrapping a 
pillow around her head to dilute the intrusive racket that 
couldn’t quite disappear. She tried to remain focused on 
the flickering television screen across the dark room and 
block out everything else, but it was impossible. In addition 
to the intermittent, maddening noise, almost as frequent 
as planes flying overhead, constant traffic came and went 
at all hours, idling in the driveway for minutes at a time. 
Although Wanda was resigned to the low hum of motors 
outside, overly sensitive to that tinny, pulsating sound, 
even at the most obscene hours of the morning, she still 
suspected something illegal was going on next door. 
 “I know, Honey,” Ben often replied with a tired nod,  

 “but we have no proof.”

 “She has more cars coming and going than a 
McDonald’s drive-through and you know it. That woman is 
selling drugs. I can just tell.”
 “Yes. I know. But like I told you, there’s not    
much we can do. It’s not like we can prove anything.”
 He was right, of course. Ben was the king of logic. 
But the way he sat on the couch with his arms folded 
only made Wanda feel more hysterical. He didn’t see the 
constant stream of cars that sat in the lot, waiting for 
whatever questionable services Charlotte provided. While 
he was at work, far enough away from their Streamburg 
home, Wanda was left to witness obviously criminal activity 
through the bedroom blinds. There was no other way to 
explain the incessant vehicles that loomed in the driveway 
throughout the day and night, their music thrashing and 
headlights practically boring holes into every window. 
 “Just try to ignore it,” Ben advised as Wanda 
followed him around the house one evening with details on 
Charlotte’s latest antics.
 “Ignore it? She lives inches away from us! Our 
homes are connected! What if somebody comes over 
with a gun and kills everyone in sight? What if someone is 
looking for her and gets the address wrong and goes after 
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us? What if we’re just coming up the driveway and all of a 
sudden people start shooting at each other? What do we 
do then?”
 Ben shook his head with a deep sigh as he walked 
into their bedroom. The reddish freckles on his cheeks 
darkened. “This isn’t like one of those investigative shows 
you’re addicted to on TV. Nothing like that’s going to 
happen. It’s not like we live in Chicago.”
 That was true. They were far enough away from 
the city and all of the violence Wanda read about on the 
Internet. But Wanda also knew that bad people were 
everywhere. It was impossible to separate herself from 
all the evil that could potentially cause harm, even in little 
Streamburg. Although the suburb mostly consisted of 
monotonous, cookie cutter strip malls, that didn’t make it 
immune to criminals like Charlotte. 
 “Relax. Nothing’s going to happen,” Ben said.
 His tone was so casual that Wanda could tell 
he’d mentally moved onto something else. Knowing him, 
it probably had to do with sports. Wanda frowned and 
watched him carefully fold the sweater he’d worn to work 
that day. This was her chance. Just as he was about to 
open the closet door, she jumped in front of him, her heart 

suddenly beating with such energy that she felt light-
headed for a second.
 “How do you know?” Wanda demanded with both 
hands on her hips.

 “Know what?”
 Grimacing, Wanda said, “How do you know 
nothing’s going to happen?”
 “Because. I just do,” Ben said. Calmly, he reached 
around her to twist the closet’s doorknob. After placing 
his sweater on his side of the shelf, he retrieved a gray 
sweatshirt and pulled it over his head. “Just keep on 
writing your blogs and try to put that idiot out of your 
mind.”
 Wanda, now sitting on the edge of the bed, simply 
nodded. She didn’t want to tell him she’d been unable to 
concentrate on any of her clients for days. A sharp shame 
diluted the rage, making her feel like such a silly fool, who 
wasted so much time peeking through their blinds. Many 
more hours had been spent standing stoically at their 
bedroom window, straining to get the best view of the 
shared driveway, than writing about vacation destinations 
in the most exotic places all over the world. The thought 
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occasionally occurred to her that describing luxury 
accommodations was a good escape from reality. If only 
she could be in one of those massive suites along a beach 
somewhere, insulated and immune.
 Unfortunately, all she could do was stand watch 
at that window. Sometimes Wanda was aware that Serena 
and Milton were casting judgment as they followed her 
into the bedroom, plaintively meowing for her to be 
reasonable. They knew better than anyone how often 
she planted herself in front of that same window each 
day. The truth was she couldn’t help it. Every time Wanda 
heard something, even just the slightest rustle, it was as 
if a magnet pulled her away from the computer to scan 
the parking lot for the noise’s source from between the 
window blinds.

 “Stop giving her so     
        much power,”
 Ben added and walked out of the room.
 Wanda jumped a little, forgetting that Ben was 
still in the room with her. “I’ll try,” she said weakly and let 
herself fall back on the bed’s foam surface, her hair rising 

up with the motion. 
 Try as she might, though, Wanda was unable to 
block all of racket that polluted the air outside. There was 
no avoiding the toxic combination of Charlotte’s loud, 
grating voice and the never-ending clatter of beer bottles 
that always managed to seep into Wanda’s world. She 
could hear the constant crash into Charlotte’s recycle 
bin below their bedroom window, sometimes when she 
was just about to drift off to sleep. The complete lack of 
common courtesy was enough to make Wanda want to 
scream, even pound on the bedroom wall so hard that her 
wrists hurt. Instead, she pulled the quilt up to her mouth, 
pressing the softness against her skin for at least some 
kind of comfort. 
 At times Wanda lulled herself to sleep by 
imagining ways to build magnificent barricades between 
them. She saw beautiful images of thick, soundproofed 
walls and enough space to transform Charlotte in 
all her immensity to a tiny, irrelevant dot, distant and 
disconnected from Wanda’s home. However, the sad 
truth was that Charlotte’s attached garage happened to 
be inches away from Wanda’s bedroom window, keeping 
their lives much too linked together, even though they 
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hadn’t actually spoken in months. As Wanda peered 
between the slats, watching yet another strange, shiny 
car sitting in the middle of the driveway, music blaring and 
cigarette butts flying out, she fantasized about removing 
their townhouse altogether. It could be a separate, 
independent home, free of all the filth that surrounded 
them. Life would be so much better then.
 Of course, that was impossible. Their home would 
be attached to Charlotte’s forever. The only thing she could 
do was hope that her neighbor’s lease would end soon so 
she might have her quiet existence back again. Then her 
prayers would be answered. Only minutes after her latest 
plea and without any warning whatsoever, Wanda watched 
shredded pieces of Charlotte’s chimney peel off and 
land in a slimy pile on the ground. That entire part of the 
building now looked like fragments of wood and insulation 
lining the dirt-encrusted snow. Everything had changed 
in a moment, leaving Wanda to make sense of it all from 
across the street.
 “The cats are probably cold by now,” Ben said. 
He stood up from checking on them in their carriers, his 
breath exhaling into swirls of steam. 
 “Oh,” Wanda said. “They probably are.”

 She’d forgotten about Milton and Serena, who’d 
been silent since the trauma of having to rush out of the 
house. Their crossed eyes shone fearfully through the cage 
doors as they stared at all of the strange activity around 
them. 

 “Good kitties,” Wanda murmured 
and touched their heads through the metal bars. 
 The most important thing now was for them to feel 
safe despite all of the uncertainty that came with endlessly 
standing outside in the dark. She remembered the panic 
when that short, sturdy police woman with her hair in a 
tight bun had banged on the front door and ordered them 
to evacuate. Milton had been a streak of white terror as he 
raced to hide under the nearest piece of furniture. It had 
taken some time to get both cats situated in their carriers 
before following the officer’s orders and rushing out the 
front door onto the smoky street. 
 “I’m going to ask one of those policemen over 
there if we can at least put the cats in my car,” Ben 
announced.
 “I’ll go with you,” Wanda answered quickly and 
followed Ben back to their side of Juniper Way.
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 Glancing down the street, she noticed a large 
amount of firetrucks and ambulances on the road, blocking 
cars from driving past. Their twirling lights and humming 
motors made the night seem even more unreal. For a 
second, Wanda felt dizzy, nearly slipping on a patch of 
ice along the curb. She looked down at her feet and held 
onto the back of Ben’s leather coat as they weaved around 
people eagerly taking photographs with their mobile 
phones. The excitement that buzzed in the air confused 
Wanda, especially while parts of Charlotte’s chimney 
continued to fall onto nearby snow banks. 
 As they approached their building, Wanda saw 
Charlotte out of the corner of her eye at the foot of their 
driveway. She still stood tall, her chin high in the air. 
Yet Wanda sensed something else in that pose. She 
had an urge to go by a nearby tree so she could watch 
Charlotte more closely without being seen. But that was 
a ridiculous idea. Eventually, Charlotte would notice. Then 
those callous, stone-cold eyes, glinting with an unsaid 
threat, would make her a convenient target as always. 
The thought sent a twinge through Wanda’s legs, almost 
causing her to trip. At that moment, a bug-eyed man with a 
shaved head and an oversized, orange t-shirt, approached 

Charlotte, obstructing her from view with his bear-like 
embrace. Smoke from his cigarette blew towards Wanda 
in a lingering, gray cloud. Covering her nose with the collar 
of her coat, she moved past on the edge of the sidewalk 
with Ben, careful of the protrusions of ice along the curb’s 
sharp sides. They reached a cluster of police officers, who 
appeared to guard the intricate pattern of hoses leading to 
Charlotte’s front door. 
 “Excuse me,” Ben said and the same stern woman 
who had told them to leave their home turned around. “Is 
it possible to put our cats in my car? They’re getting cold. 
My car’s just over there.” He pointed to the back of the 
driveway, where his vehicle was parked in its regular spot 
under the snow-covered branches of their cherry tree.
 “Yes, sir,” the officer said. “I’ll escort you. Don’t 
want to see you get in trouble with the firefighters.”

 “Thank you.” 
 Ben nodded and walked behind the officer while 
Wanda stayed at the end of their driveway, just a few feet 
away from Charlotte. The scent of faded perfume mixed 
with body odor wafted over. It could be from any of the 
numerous, indistinct people with their smelly cigarettes 
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and thin, musty clothes who had collected around her, 
murmuring, shuffling in the cold. But something told 
Wanda this was Charlotte’s true smell, complete and 
unapologetic. 
 Seconds before she ventured a peek in her 
neighbor’s direction, Wanda noticed an awkwardly tall 
fireman wearing reflective clothing and an older police 
officer with a slight limp come over. From Wanda’s vantage 
point, the two men seemed to appear out of nowhere 
through the foggy, but brightly lit entrance to Charlotte’s 
home. She couldn’t quite make out their features in the 
distance. But she imagined they both had soot stains on 
their lined, serious faces. Their boots hit the snow in heavy 
crunches, stopping in front of where Charlotte stood, now 
bouncing from one foot to another under a ragged spot of 
moonlight.

 “Who was in the house   
   tonight besides you?” 
Wanda heard the police officer ask. His voice was crusty, 
but not unfriendly.
 “I don’t know. It was kind of a crazy night. I had a 

bunch of people over. You know. It being Friday night and 
everything like that.”
 “Who?”
 Charlotte let out an exasperated sigh and threw 
her hands up in the air. “My boyfriend,” she said and 
pointed to the man with the shaved head. He saluted the 
officer, his arm then flopping at his side. 
 Wanda saw the man had what looked like a large 
star tattooed on his stubbled cheek. She’d wondered if 
this was a new romance in Charlotte’s life. Until recently, 
Charlotte had had a different, but no less tattooed love 
interest around almost every weekend for months. 
 “Just call me Adam,” the man had said one 
afternoon when Wanda and Ben came up the driveway 
from a walk around the neighborhood. “I’m Luke’s daddy. 
Just so you know.”
 “Oh. Okay,” Ben replied with a courteous nod. “We 
know Luke.”
 Wanda didn’t say anything. But she thought 
about Charlotte’s son in a new light. So many times she 
had stood at the bedroom window and observed this 
little boy, who always looked underfed with his skinny 
arms, thin, spiked hair and oversized head, throw rocks at 
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Charlotte’s rusted car and scream for no apparent reason 
in the middle of the driveway, his shrieking voice helpless, 
desperate. Now she could understand why he was such a 
troubled kid.  
 “Yeah, he’s cool,” Adam said with a loose grin, 
breathing cigarette smoke out of his nostrils. “Don’t know 
where he got that blond hair, though. Maybe I’m not his 
real daddy. I mean, the thought’s crossed my mind and 
all.”
 “Luke’s a cute kid,” Ben replied and turned to 
give Wanda a smile as if to encourage her to join the 
conversation. 
 His gray eyes had a reassuring shine that made 
Wanda relax a little. She wouldn’t have offered any 
compliments about the child, though. He seemed more 
disturbed than anything else with his constant screeches 
and rock-pelting habits. But then again, Wanda never was 
one for small talk. Obviously, Ben didn’t feel uncomfortable 
speaking with the heavily tattooed man, whose hand 
seemed plastered around a beer bottle. So she let her 
shoulders loosen from their hyper alert hunch. This guy 
was probably harmless, even though he had offered them 
strangely personal information in his halted, high-pitched 

voice. Still, Wanda couldn’t help stiffening each time he 
barked out a cough, which sounded a lot like a gunshot. 
 She continued to stand behind Ben’s shoulder, 
only peeking around him when necessary. The way this 
man staggered forward in his sleeveless undershirt and 
baggy pants made her nervous. His legs looked unsteady, 
but as soon as he had approached them on the driveway 
he lit another cigarette with ease. From her position, 
Wanda could see a few crunched beer cans on the small, 
uneven, metal table by Charlotte’s front door. There were 
also bottles lined up behind it. No wonder he couldn’t walk 
straight.

 “What’d you say your
   name was again?”  
 Adam faced them now, his head tilted as if in an 
attempt to empty water from his ear, smoke trailing from 
his lips. Even though she tried not to stare, Wanda couldn’t 
help but notice that he was almost attractive with his lanky 
build and understated muscles that defined his toned 
arms. And his eyes, which seemed to be a smooth blend 
of silver and green, were surrounded by long lashes that 
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gave him a calming sincerity. But there was something 
wrong with his teeth. A few of them had this grayish 
tinge. Plus, now that she had a closer view of him, Wanda 
realized that he had a large tattoo of a swastika on one of 
his finely sculpted, upper arms. She instantly took another 
step behind Ben and wished they could escape into their 
home already.
 “Don’t mean to sound rude or nothing like that,” 
Adam said in a loud, rough cough after a quick inhalation 
from his cigarette. “I’m just real bad with names is all.”
 “I’m Ben and this is my wife Wanda,” Ben said. 

 “Aw, you’re married?  
  That’s sweet,” Adam replied and 
gave an abrupt guffaw. He scratched at the back of his 
neck with a long finger, causing his dark hair to stick up in 
wedges. “You know, I’ve tried to drag Charlotte down the 
aisle a time or two. Uh, maybe it’s been three times. But 
man. That’s when it really gets ugly. I mean, nasty. But it’s 
too bad. You know? We got a kid together and all. I just 
want us to be a family. Make it legal. Like, legit. But hey. It 
wasn’t God’s plan, right?”

 Looking down at the patches of brown grass 
on Charlotte’s side of the lawn, Wanda felt a twinge of 
embarrassment for this man. Although there was now 
some distance between them, she could still smell a whiff 
of sourness on his breath. He’d probably been drinking 
on the porch for a while. It was only the middle of the 
afternoon, too. Yet maybe he needed alcohol in order 
to deal with Charlotte and her abrasive demands that 
poured into Wanda’s home as jagged, wordless noise. That 
ominous tone made Wanda flinch whenever she happened 
to hear it through their bedroom wall. 
 “Well, it was very nice meeting you, Adam,” Ben 
finally said, nodding. “I’m sure we’ll see you around.” Then 
he reached for Wanda’s hand and started walking towards 
their front door.  
 “Yeah, Charlotte and me got what you’d call a 
love/hate relationship,” Adam mumbled, his head shaking 
back and forth. It seemed as if he was talking more to 
himself than to them.
 When Ben turned the key in the lock, Wanda could 
see Adam standing in the middle of the driveway. He was 
looking up at the sky with his mouth slightly open.
 “I think he’s on something,” Wanda said once they 
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were safely inside. She collapsed on the couch, biting her 
thumbnail.
 “I wouldn’t worry about it.”
 But glancing towards the wooden blinds of their 
living room windows, Wanda sensed Adam was still out 
there. Now every time she ventured outside, she’d wonder 
if he was lurking somewhere nearby, eyes dilated, ready 
to pounce with that bitterness on his breath. The very idea 
that he’d suddenly appear in front of her with his swastika 
tattoo and cackling laugh, looming and swirling in every 
crevice of the shared driveway, sent a thick, queasy dread 
through her. Ben might think she shouldn’t feel anxious, 
but she was the one alone in the house all day, next door 
to a potential psychopath.
 As she now strained to hear Charlotte answer the 
officer’s questions, Wanda realized she hadn’t seen Adam 
hovering around at all. Usually, she noticed him outside, 
pacing the driveway, cigarette in hand. Whenever she 
heard his whiny voice and motor-like laugh followed by 
that sudden cough, Wanda immediately looked through 
the blinds of their bedroom window, pricks of rage 
pulsating in her throat. His presence always doubled or 
tripled the amount of traffic that plagued their driveway. 

 The fact that Adam was noticeably absent from 
Charlotte’s listless posse struck Wanda as odd. Instead, 
the gaunt man with the orange t-shirt took Adam’s 
customary spot, hanging all over Charlotte, posturing with 
his bone-thin arms coiled around her like cable wires. 
Wanda had watched this man park his silver coupe in the 
outer spot assigned to Charlotte’s unit for the last few 
weeks, sneaking up the path in quick, cat-like bounds as 
if afraid of being seen. But she hadn’t known this was a 
new boyfriend. He was just one of hundreds of anonymous 
people who came and went from Charlotte’s place. As 
they stood side by side now, Wanda observed that he was 
much shorter than Charlotte and had mean, squinty eyes.

 “If you want to know, this
   is Dirk, my boyfriend,” 
Charlotte said to the officer, untangling herself from the 
man and shoving him forward as if he were a shield.
 “That’s me,” Dirk mumbled through wisps of 
cigarette smoke.
 “Was your boyfriend the only person you had 
over?” the officer asked. Although Wanda couldn’t see his 
face in the dark, she imagined from the edge in his voice 
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that he was sneering now.
 “No,” Charlotte replied. “My best friend Marnie 
stopped by for a while.”
 Automatically, Wanda cringed when she heard that 
name. Marnie rented the unit on the opposite side of their 
driveway, across from Wanda and diagonal from Charlotte. 
When she and Charlotte were home, the entire quad was 
overtaken with the unbearable combination of squealing 
voices and pounding music. Sometimes Wanda wondered 
if she was living in an alternate universe, where women 
were expected to be loud and full of a curious venom, 
hatred spewing from their thickly made-up eyes and 
snarling lips. 
 It was quite plain to Wanda that she had nothing 
in common with them. Sometimes she even questioned 
how they could all be the same gender. Their tight clothes, 
swooping necklines and emanating hostility, which flowed 
angrily into the quad even when they weren’t hooting and 
hollering outside, made them complete aliens. At various 
moments as she watched them from the bedroom window, 
Wanda speculated about what they must think of her, 
if they ever even gave her a thought. Perhaps she was 
simply a nondescript, middle-aged woman with pesky 

grays in her untrimmed, brownish hair, who, they might 
have suspected, often called the police on them whenever 
their music became unbearably loud. In short, she was an 
invisible annoyance and nothing more.
 “Marnie’s the one that called me. Okay?” Charlotte 
now explained to the officer and turned to look behind her 
in one fluid, confident movement of her bare neck. 
 “She, like, saw the smoke coming out of my 
chimney and freaked.”
 “Is Marnie here now?” the officer asked as he 
scribbled something onto his pad.

 “Did someone call me?” 
Marnie, her dark hair striped with blond highlights almost 
identically to Charlotte’s, stepped forward from the 
darkness. Just the orange embers from her cigarette 
revealed the contours of her chubby face. Still, Wanda 
perceived Marnie’s black, arched eyebrows. They plunged 
under her bangs, ready to shock and cause a needless 
stir. “I’m Marnie,” she said to the officer and blew smoke 
through her puffy lips.
 “Good. I’ll need to talk to you after this,” he said 
as he glanced from Marnie back to Charlotte. “Was there 
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anyone else in your home?” 
 “I don’t know. Geez. I went out for a while. I mean, 
I had a bunch of people over and we did our thing, you 
know. My place is party central on the weekends so a lot 
of people come and go. I can’t keep track of everyone, if 
that’s what you’re asking. It’s just kind of how it is.”
 “So let me get this straight. You don’t know if 
anybody else was inside when you called the police?”
As quietly as possible, Wanda crept a little closer. A slight 
wind had blown through, muting some of the officer’s 
words with its faint whistle. 
 “I told you I don’t know. I mean, my boy Luke’s 
gone for the weekend. He’s with his grandma. So I 
honestly don’t know who else would be in there. I mean, 
I was out getting some more stuff at the store so I could 
just relax at home and all because it’s just been a crappy 
few months and I needed a break big time. Then this 
happened. I mean, what else do you want me to say? My 
frigging house is burning down right now!”

 “I want you to tell me 
  the truth.”

 Wanda heard Charlotte release a long, drawn-out 
sigh and felt an iciness go through all of her fingers. Her 
mind spinning, she stared at the building as another chunk 
of the aluminum siding sailed onto an area of grimy snow. 
A numbness went through her as she pictured what could 
be inside, hidden among the ashes in a gloomy heap.   
 “The cats are doing fine,” Ben said in Wanda’s ear.
Wide-eyed, Wanda gazed at him. The wind lifted the short, 
silverish-brown hair from his forehead and she saw worry 
in his light gray eyes. 
 “Are you okay?” he asked, frowning. “Your face is 
all white. What’s wrong?”
 “I think something – someone’s in Charlotte’s 
house.”
 “What?”
 “Those officers,” Wanda whispered, pointing at 
the older policeman with her thumb, “I think they found 
someone. I think -”
 “Come over here,” Ben said and pulled Wanda’s 
arm to a tree further down, where there weren’t so many 
people around.
 It may have been her imagination, but Wanda 
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thought she saw Charlotte turn her head as they moved 
away, snake-like, streaked hair sweeping across her face. 
Immediately, Wanda felt an intense burning on her cheeks. 
A sinking, sickening sensation filled her then, urging her to 
run. But all of a sudden the ground seemed slippery with 
hidden ice under the strips of snow. So each step felt as 
if it were in slow motion, dragged along in a half-frozen 
state. Once they finally arrived at the isolated tree, Wanda, 
out of breath, noticed how its bare branches reached 
out to her in a grotesque manner. The limbs seemed to 
want to ensnare her in their murkiness and then return her 
to Charlotte for some kind of horrific torture. Shivering, 
Wanda pressed against Ben, closing her eyes so that she 
couldn’t see the fragile branches a few inches away from 
her head. The cool leather of his coat soothed her prickly 
skin. 
 “Now tell me what you’re talking about,” Ben 
stated. 
 “She’s worse than a drug dealer,” Wanda 
whispered, her face hidden in the folds of Ben’s jacket.   

 “She’s a murderer!”

 “What do you mean?”
 But Wanda couldn’t answer. Something kept her 
mouth from opening. She heard buzzing noises coming 
from their driveway that warned her not to speak. It 
was either whispered voices further down the hill by 
their driveway or the sizzle of water bursting from those 
hoses against Charlotte’s side of the building. Wanda 
wasn’t sure. Yet she felt alarm slowly transform into pure 
emptiness as another piece of the chimney landed flatly on 
the snow.

 Alisa Burris
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Toxicity

The darkness grips the best in me
So deceiving, so thick

A cloud, a wave, a blanket of loneliness
It swallows me whole when you’re not there

To chase the shadows
Where are you?

You refuse to be mine or have me as yours
But I still need you by my side, endlessly

Or I can’t work up the energy to fill my lungs and
Take a breath

This obsession with you is the darkness
I need to breath on my own

I need to move past this cloud without using
You as my crutch

But I would rather not, not yet
Let me fall through the unstable 

Safety net that is you
I’m not ready to go back to the light

Where are you? Where am I?
Pull me deeper from myself
Into an illusionary heaven
In the depths of your hell

Lizzie Stevens
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Flee From Colonization

Kill the Indian, save the man.
What is human? Blood and bone?
Either butcher them or civilize them.
I staggered through the street bloody. 
As the pebbles flew through the air. 
Ears muted by the tumbling river of my mind. 
The scene was thick as summer air. 

Starting from scratch, I wish there were more.
What we do we must do quickly. 
Children were forcibly taken from their homes.
The play space was empty, but not like always. Today was sad. 
Violence was rampant.
Cold as winter air. 
And then the air grew still and my blood pumper began racing. 

Note on Poem: I used a combination of lines, segments and sections from “Our Exquisite Corpses.” I also used lines from a recently read document: “Boarding School Abuses, Human Rights,
and Reparations” by Andrea Smith which discusses the abuse and mistreatment of Native Americans. The two words I chose to turn to kennings were park (play place) and heart (blood pumper). 
At the time of this writing, a class action suit had been filed. 

Flying blind. 
The world, life, and unseen are what seem to be the scariest. 
The most feared. 
Death, do you expect us to live forever?
Surely not.
You can have the mule, but the forty acres are ours. 
 
 Julia Talley
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